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TF1517 Single Disc Scrubber

Accessories

Parameters Applicable Floors

Simple to operate Standard: 
17”pad holder

Optional: 
17” brush disc

Optional: 
water tank assembly

Optional: 
carpet brush

Optional: 
scouring pad

Optional: 
foam maker

Marble Terrazzo Granite Ceramic tile Rough
surface stone

Carpet

TVX TF1517 multi-functional single disc scrubber, srofessional commercial cleaning equipment 
offering cleaning solutions such as basic maintenance, renovation, waxing, polishing for various 
floors such as marble, granite and ceramic tile etc. as well as carpet cleaning.

TF1517 Single Disc Scrubber
Voltage Power Rotating speed Chassis diameter Noise Weight Package size Cable length

110V/220V 1100W 174/144rpm 17” 53dB 45Kg 1110×540×460mm 15m

Featured with the die-casting aluminum technology, the chassis is easy to clean and 
enjoys excellent durability and effective corrosion resistance
Double capacitor and high torque motor ensure strong power and effective motor power
When the machine is transported or stored, the brush disc can be placed on the top 
holder for fast storage
Adjustable from multiple angles, the control handle is suitable for operators with differ-
ent heights and operating habits
The handle is easy to operate and can be cleaned by simply pressing the switch
Supporting carpet cleaning when assembled with foamer

Cable hanging handle is provided for conve-
nient storage
The machine can be started from both side with 
dual power switch handle
Simple electrical design, convenient mainte-
nance and effective saving of maintenance cost
The wear-resistant silent tail wheel ensures 
stability and smoothness during towing

More secure

Fully enclosed anti-collision adhesive 
strips to effectively protect the machine 
and surrounding objects
Built-in safety switch to prevent acciden-
tal start
Aviation aluminum steel pipe treated 
with surface sand silver oxidation offers 
effective corrosion resistance 

More Efficient

15m power cord offers wider 
working range

Professional cleaning made simple
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TF1517P Floor Polisher

TF1517P Floor Polisher

52dB110V/220V 1100W 174/144rpm 430mm 45Kg 1110×540×460mm 15m

TVX TF1517P heavy duty polisher, professional commercial cleaning equipment with the 
enhanced ground pressure. From the counterweight block, it offers polishing and renovation 
solutions for various flat stone floors.

Featured with the die-casting aluminum technology, the chassis is easy to clean and enjoys 
excellent durability and effective corrosion resistance
Double capacitor and high torque motor ensure strong power and effective motor power
According to different working conditions, the counterweight can be added to increase the 
pressure
When the machine is transported or stored, the brush disc can be placed on the top holder 
for fast storage
Adjustable from multiple angles, the control handle is suitable for operators with different 
heights and operating habits
The handle is easy to operate and can be cleaned by simply pressing the switch

Professional cleaning made simple

Marble Terrazzo Granite Ceramic tile Rough
surface stone

Accessories

Parameters Applicable Floors

Standard: 
17”pad holder

Standard:
counter-balancing

weight

Optional: 
17” brush disc

Optional: 
water tank assembly

Optional: 
carpet brush

Optional: 
scouring pad

Optional: 
foam maker

Voltage Power Rotating speed Chassis diameter Noise Weight Package size Cable length

Simple to operate

Cable hanging handle is provided for conve-
nient storage
The machine can be started from both side with 
dual power switch handle
Simple electrical design, convenient mainte-
nance and effective saving of maintenance cost
The wear-resistant silent tail wheel ensures 
stability and smoothness during towing

More secure

Fully enclosed anti-collision adhesive 
strips to effectively protect the machine 
and surrounding objects
Built-in safety switch to prevent acciden-
tal start
Aviation aluminum steel pipe treated 
with surface sand silver oxidation offers 
effective corrosion resistance 

More Efficient

15M power cord offers wider 
working range
External counterweight block 
can be used for crystal surface 
treatment, renovation and 
deep cleaning after weighting



Standard:
17” pad holder

Standard:
water tank assembly

Optional:
17” brush disc

Optional:
scouring pad

TF1517R Vibrator

TF1517R Vibrator

58dB110V/220V 1100W 1740/1440rpm 17” 51Kg 1110×540×460mm 15m
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As a multi-functional and easy-to-control floor scrubber with new concept, it is easy to 
operate with higher cleaning efficiency whose brush disc fully fits with the floor through 
eccentric design; Suitable for cleaning moderately or severely polluted areas.

Fixed rail mobile design provides better cleaning results compared with conventional 
single disc scrubber, especially for heavy duty operations
Shock absorption eccentric design enables easy operation, thus ensuring cleaning 
effect while reducing energy consumption
The brush disc evenly distributes the pressure and works while fitting to the ground, 
which improves the cleaning efficiency
The base can be turned up to increase the pressure on the ground, thus making the 
operation more flexible and convenient
Adjustable from multiple angles, the control handle is suitable for operators with 
different heights and operating habits
The handle is easy to operate and can be cleaned by simply pressing the switch

Professional cleaning made simple

Marble Terrazzo Granite Ceramic tile Rough
surface stone

Accessories

Parameters Applicable Floors

Voltage Power Rotating speed Chassis diameter Noise Weight Package size Cable length

Simple to operate

Cable hanging handle is provided for conve-
nient storage
The machine can be started from both side with 
dual power switch handle
Simple electrical design, convenient mainte-
nance and effective saving of maintenance cost
The wear-resistant silent tail wheel ensures 
stability and smoothness during towing
Shock absorption eccentric design makes it 
easier for operation

More secure

Built-in safety switch to prevent acciden-
tal start
Aviation aluminum steel pipe treated 
with surface sand silver oxidation offers 
effective corrosion resistance 

More Efficient

15M power cord offers wider 
working range
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TF1517S Flat-grinding Machine

TF1517S Flat-grinding Machine

65dB110V/220V 1100W 1740/1440rpm 14×20” 51Kg 1105×600×450mm 15m

TVX TF1517S is a new concept flat-grinding machine. It is easy to operate with higher cleaning 
efficiency whose brush disc fully fits with the floor through eccentric design; The square brush 
disc is more suitable for corner cleaning, including the seriously contaminated areas.

Double capacitor and high torque motor ensure strong power
Right-angled edges perfectly fit to the corners, thus making cleaning more convenient
Supporting functions of quick scrubbing and polishing thanks to the high-speed rotation and 
eccentric design
The brush disc evenly distributes the pressure and works while fitting to the ground, which 
improves the cleaning efficiency
Adjustable from multiple angles, the control handle is suitable for operators with different 
heights and operating habits
The handle is easy to operate and can be cleaned by simply pressing the switch

Professional cleaning made simple

Marble Terrazzo Granite Ceramic tile Rough
surface stone

Accessories

Parameters

Applicable Floors

Standard:
pad holder

Optional:
scouring pad

Voltage Power Rotating speed Chassis diameter Noise Weight Package size Cable length

Simple to operate

Cable hanging handle is provided for conve-
nient storage
The machine can be started from both side with 
dual power switch handle
Simple electrical design, convenient mainte-
nance and effective saving of maintenance cost
The wear-resistant silent tail wheel ensures 
stability and smoothness during towing
Shock absorption eccentric design makes it 
easier for operation

More secure

Built-in safety switch to prevent acciden-
tal start
Aviation aluminum steel pipe treated 
with surface sand silver oxidation offers 
effective corrosion resistance 
Square chassis design for safer corner 
cleaning

More Efficient

15M power cord offers wider 
working range
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TB1520 Polisher

TB1520 Polisher

65dB110V/220V 1100W 1200/1000rpm 19” 47Kg 1110×640×450mm 15m

Voltage Power Rotating speed Chassis diameter Noise Weight Package size Cable length

TVX TB1520 polisher, professional commercial cleaning equipment. We provide you with 
various cleaning solutions such as stone crystal surface maintenance, floor waxing, waxing 
and polishing, etc.

Double capacitor and high torque motor ensure strong power
The gas spring brush applies constant pressure on the ground and is easy to use
High polishing speed of 1,200 revolutions per minute, offering outstanding polishing 
effect
Integrated wheel structure provides stable direction and easy operation without devia-
tion
The cleaning pad is firmly centered and can be cleaned to the edges
Adjustable from multiple angles, the control handle is suitable for operators with differ-
ent heights and operating habits
The handle is easy to operate and can be cleaned by simply pressing the switch

Professional cleaning made simple

Marble Granite Ceramic tile

Accessories

Parameters

Applicable Floors

Standard:
19” pad holder

Optional:
scouring padSimple to operate

Cable hanging handle is provided for conve-
nient storage
The machine can be started from both side with 
dual power switch handle
Simple electrical design, convenient mainte-
nance and effective saving of maintenance cost
The wear-resistant silent tail wheel ensures 
stability and smoothness during towing

More secure

Built-in safety switch to prevent acciden-
tal start
Aviation aluminum steel pipe treated 
with surface sand silver oxidation offers 
effective corrosion resistance 

More Efficient

High-speed polishing makes 
the ground shiny and bright as 
new
15M power cord offers wider 
working range


